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Overview of GeoSAR
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Aircraft-based, interferometric synthetica p e m e radar ( S A R ) system for
topographic mapping.
- Gulfstream I1 business jet
- Dayhight, all-weather, low-cost, commercial system

Develop precision foliage penetration mapping technology based upon dual
frequency, dual polarimetric, interferometric
radar.
- X-band radar ( k 3 cm) for bare ground and “tops” of trees
- P-band (UHF) radar ( k 8 6 a n ) for ground and foliage penetration (HH,HV)

Produce true ground surface digital elevation models suitable for a wide
variety of applications.
- Combination yields “true ground surface” (TGS)

Consortium of three agencies, initially funded by DARPA, current funding by
NIMA.
- Caltech’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena,CA
- Calgis, Inc., Fresno, CA
- California Departmentof Conservation (CalDOC)

calgis
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Mapping System

MappingSystemConsists of:
- Aircraft platformto host data collection hardware (Gulfstream11)
- Flight planning soRware
- Dual frequency (X-bandIUHF) interferomeuicS A R s
Single polarization @ X-band
Dual polarization @ UHF
Automated radar control
- Laser interferometric baseline measurement system augmented
far
with embedded GPSLNU systems and differential GPS
precision reconsmtion of aircraft flight trajectoryand attitude
history
- S A R processors capableof producing DEMs @ X-baml andUHF
and a true ground surface
DEM from combined X-bandKJHF
analysis
- A GIS system to analyze digitaldata

Data Collection Basics
Nominally, GeoSAR will collect X and P-band
data from both the left and
right sides of the aircraft. Data is recorded two
on S O W 512 Mb/s
recorders.
X-band datacan be collected using either Ping-Pong or
Non Ping-Pong
mode depending on the amount of topographic relief.
Data can be collected either using80 or 160 MHz bandwidth modes. Data
collected at 1 6 0 MHz is converted to 4-bit BFPQ data to reduce thedata
rate.
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Two Methods of Data Collection
Non Ping-Pong

Transmlsson from oneantenna
Reception through both antennas simultaneously

Ping-Pong

Alternately transmitting outof two antennas
Reception through the same antennaused for
transmission only
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System Parameter Overview
UHF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

X-BAND SYSTEM PARAMEWRS
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Phase Screen Calibration Objectives
Certain affects suchas multipath or switch leakage
can result m
systematic phase distortions which
can affect the reconstructed height
in 1-10m range.
Phase distortions dueto multi-path can be shown to be roughly

sinusoidal ripplesin phase with an amplitude that is range dependent.
Provided the multipath or switch leakage signal resulting
in the phase
distortions is stable then it canbe removed thmugh the use of a phase
screen.
The phase screen applies a range dependent correctionto that
the
interferometric phase using a Chebyshev polynomial expansion of the
phase cotrectionto be applied.
Since the phase correctionsare linked to the geometryof the baseline,
a convenient parameter for the phase screen is the absolute phase.
T

4UP) = 4abS,(P)+ A4,,(P) = @abSm(P)+ 2h@abSrn(PN
i=k

where &(P> is the corrected phase,'$dm (PI is the measured phase,
Tk are the Chebyshev
and A@&) is the phase screen correction and
polynomials of degree k.
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Origins of Phase Distortion-S witch Isolation
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Origins of Phase Distortion - Multipath
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Aircraft Position Determination& Measurement Systems
High accuracy platform position and orientation required
- Position to 10 cm, altitude to 25 cm.
- Attitude (yaw, pitch,roll) to 15 arc seconds.
Honeywell Embedded GPS Inertial Navigation Units (EGI) (twin units)
- 5 channel GPS system, high-qualityINU, internal K h a n filter.
- Precise attitude and velocity, rough GPS-only positions, smooth blended positions.
Ashtech 212 GPSreceiver
- Precise positions in differential mode with nearby ground station.
- PNAVsoftware.
Laser Baseline Measurement System
- Interferometric baseline lengthto e 1 mm and attitude to < 15 arcsecs.
Surveyed relative positions of GPS systems on aircraft
- Accurate to several centimetersor better.
Kalman Filter used to estimate aircraft state
- Combines position and velocity data.
- Accounts for varying uncertainties and temporal spacing.
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Interferometric Processing
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Aircraft System Illustration

Aircraft, bottom view
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X-band LBMS Fairing Obstruction

Impact on Imagery
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Impact on Imagery (cont'd)
Comparison of Power Drop Off Due to Fairing Passes
Power Difference for Unfoarsed SAR lmaaes oi the Same Scene
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Correlation
Amplitude
andRatio

Non Ping-Pong Correlation
Map

Ping-Pong CorrelationMap
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Correlation and Amplitude Ratio Plots
Ratio of Amplitudes and Coherence
From SLCs of Vandenberg AFB X Band 1 6 0 MHz Data
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Geometry
One-way antenna pattern
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Ratio of inboard to cuthard pawer will give a measwe of
interference of ule cohcrcnt field diffracting off of the
LBMS fairing.
*

AntennaP a m serves to illuminale UE field difiacting off
of me fairing.
*

SNR decreasas with look a g e due to shadawing of fairing
and inmhrrnt interferewefrom energy reflected off of
faidns and aircraft srmcture.
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Diffraction Theory
Two ways to look at the problem(samesolution)
Form ofmultipath

offset

fluctuation

Blockage of illuminating field (classical diffraction;pg 465 of Jackson)
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Phasescreen Estimation Methodology
Calibrate system forall other interferometric calibration parameters
prior to phasescreen determination.
Generate aninterfermetric DEM over anarea having an accurate DEM
( e.g. photogrammetric derived DEM)
- For each pixelin the outputDEM output the absolute phase and
derivative of height withrespect to phase.
Generate a phase differences
as a functionof absolute phase by
converting the height differences between the interfemmetric DEM and
the truth DEM to phase differences

Make a Chebyshev fitto the delta phase data
Estimate the source(s)of the the multi-path signature and extend domain
of phase screen using analytic model.
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Least Squares Estimation I

Multi-path parameter estimationis done using leasts q m s with a vectorof
observations givenby the differences between the heights measured
interferometrically andthe truth DEM

where subscripts s,m denoted measured and
mth DEM values for 1lilN.
The observations are weighted by covariance estimates derived from the
interferometric correlation.

where the Abi, Aa, A%, and A q are the multi-path baseline and strength
parameters.
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Least Squares Estimation II
The least squares solution is

to the
where A is thematrix of partials of the observations with respect
parameters to be estimated.
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Phase Sensitivity
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Phase errors give position errors
along perpendicular to the lineof
sight and velocity vectors.
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Derivative Correction for SphericalEarth
Since the interferometrically derived fiducal point position measurements
are in a spherical coordinate system we must
c o m t the tangent plane
position (primed) derivatives to derivativesthat represent position changes
with respea to the spherical coodinate system (unprimed).

PLOT HERE
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